
Advanced and 
Advanced Extra



Fast, flexible and ready 
for the future 
Advanced and Advanced Extra give you home and business alarm signalling that can change with your needs. They 
come with two signalling paths for twice the reassurance. And it’s monitored by experts that keep an eye on your 
property day and night. So if something triggers your alarm they’ll know about it. Fast. 

Advanced Extra comes with even faster reporting times.  
That means if there’s a fault with the connection, experts will know about it in just 180 seconds.

• With both an IP connection and two 4G SIMS, we’ve got you covered. No matter what.

• Along with fire and security signalling, Advanced and Advanced Extra can also cover things like gas and water 
monitoring.

• Our Next Generation products use less power and come in recyclable packaging. It’s great news for the  
environment – and your utility bills.
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Redcare stands for 
reliable alarm signalling
We’re at the heart of home and business security. 
We connect installers, alarm receiving centres and 
you. 

We’ve been doing this for over 30 years. And we’re 
part of BT. With our experience and their 
technology, you can trust us to keep your world 
safe and secure. 

Protect what matters 
most
There are some things you should never compromise 
on. Thats why we’ve made our Next Generation 
alarm signalling systems faster and smarter than 
ever.

They’re built to last. And they come with a ten-year 
guarantee for complete peace of mind.

To find an approved installer in your area, visit
redcare.bt.com


